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INTRODUCTION  

 

In February 2019, the International School of Paris received representatives from the CIS, 

NEASC and IBO accrediting agencies as part of a pilot project for a synchronised 

accreditation mechanism. The feedback reports were received by April 2019 from each 

organisation. After receiving our accreditation reports, the ISP Board, School Leadership 

Team and Educational Leadership Team held several initial meetings to read, discuss and 

develop a plan to address the key issues outlined in the reports. 

 

Recognising that the ISP community played an important role in participating in the 

numerous surveys, meetings and classroom activities leading up to the accreditation visit, 

the school administration strongly desired to be transparent, open and detailed in sharing the 

accreditation feedback. A summary pamphlet1 was designed to inform the community of the 

accreditation outcomes, including commendations, recommendations and matters to be 

addressed (i.e. key high priority issues). Additionally, middle leaders, staff, student groups 

and parents were also invited to attend in-house feedback sessions and to re-engage in 

formulating plans to bring the school up to the standards required.   

 

As a result of these series of meetings, a first plan was written to address all three 

accrediting bodies’ recommendations2. Another plan was developed to tackle specifically the 

high priority issues highlighted in the three accreditation reports3 and a new NEASC-specific 

action plan4 was developed. 

 

The following report details the methodology and actions taken by the International School of 

Paris to address the special areas highlighted in the NEASC accreditation report of April 

2019. ISP looks forward to the favourable consideration of this report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 Post Accreditation Summary Pamphlet 
2 All Reports Summary Action Plan  
3 All Matters to Be Addressed Action Plan (Sheet) 
4 NEASC Specific MTBA Action Plan  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VTB3u4_eTn8mnAX8GTerSyi9owX-xNwM/view
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit#gid=2110240752
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit#gid=539898627
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit#gid=2110240752


 

 

SPECIAL ISSUE 1: 

As suggested in the Major Learning Plans, the school needs to clarify what the 

Guiding Statements mean to learners, both for learning and teaching, provide 

metrics for evaluation of achievement, and a process of regular review. 

 

Rating 

In Progress 

 

Description of Actions Taken 

As a means of engaging the ISP community after accreditation to have their input in the 

development of an action plan to address the key issues, the entire school community was 

invited to join one of six Interest and Review Teams5, aligned to the six focus areas of the 

ISP Strategic Plan6. Just over 40 people took part in these meetings which took place in May 

and June 2019. Each team included school leaders, Board members, PTA members, 

teaching and non-teaching staff, as well as parents. The first goal of these teams was to 

review and update the Guiding Statements, maintaining the seven statements, but 

simplifying the language so that they would be more easily understood, and therefore more 

easy to embed across the school community. 

 

Led by the Senior Leadership Team and Educational Leadership Team, the six review teams 

worked through a series of questions and activities to update the Guiding Statements. The 

statements were developed through three evolutions7 and the final draft statements were 

presented to staff at a whole school professional development day in June, where staff were 

invited to provide feedback and make suggestions. The Senior Leadership Team then took 

this feedback and finalised the updated and simplified Guiding Statements. These updated 

statements8 were then presented to the Board for approval, and shared with staff, students 

and the school community to begin the 2019 / 2020 academic school year in September.  

 

Additionally, posters displaying the new Guiding Statements were updated with a single 

statement and photograph related to the particular Guiding Statement. The new posters9 

have been printed to replace the old ones in all classrooms, foyers and meeting rooms. New 

English as an Additional Language (EAL) students starting in September were also engaged 

in the translation10 of the guiding statements into their various mother tongue languages - 

English, French, Hebrew, Korean, Japanese, Portuguese and Spanish. 

 

Assemblies to begin the new school year, both in the primary and secondary schools, 

introduced the updated Guiding Statements to the students. Specific assemblies for primary 

and younger students to unpack and help them to understand the concepts behind the 

statements (at their own level) have also been held. Field trips week for all Grade 6 to 11 

students, in the last week of September, was instrumental in helping the secondary school 

students to better understand the updated Guiding Statements. The wealth of activities and 

                                                
5 Interest and Review Teams Initial Invitation and Information (AY 2018-19) 
6 ISP Strategic Plan 
7 Guiding Statement Drafting 
8 Guiding Statements Final 2019 
9 2019 Guiding Statement Posters 
10 Guiding Statements Translations 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iyt10s9PiTjYXn2gykoaUUDslkZ8RBMj/view?usp=sharing
https://www.isparis.edu/uploaded/Documents/publications/Strategic_Plan_Brochure.PDF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RXYyg3tAVIuGPxALb8TE8LzWOSyYhllO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gRSBZNHbYacthByeIoHqpBA9Koxo4Qd-
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d3rd7mXNRwWssbTZMpFiAqgeg7QfcS27/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jz2jqLJ5Y5J40E28Lpw1WWwVzBaRUcYz


 

 

experiences during their trips were linked to the Guiding Statements where possible, 

allowing a deeper connection to these seven concepts.  

 

Similarly, teachers were also encouraged to use the Guiding Statements in new ways. At the 

start of the new year, a new collaborative planning initiative11 was introduced to staff in both 

the primary and secondary school. The Collaborative Guiding Principles were linked to the 

ISP Guiding Statements, making it easier to understand and digest by the teaching staff. As 

we review our first three months of this new project in December, the updated Guiding 

Statements will be a focus once again.  

 

The Guiding Statements have been added to the top of all meeting agendas for leadership 

groups across the school so that they can be easily referenced for goal setting, development 

work, and act as a guide for decision-making. They also appear as a specific item on the 

agendas so that development work and projects have a dedicated time every week or 

month. The Guiding Statements are being used in a similar way in staff meetings and in 

teacher curriculum meetings and collaborative planning meetings as stated above.   

 

In the 2018-2019 academic year, a dashboard and progress orientated ‘traffic light system’ 

was created to provide both an evaluation and a reporting mechanism for the areas of the 

annual strategic development plan and the topics of measurement, evaluation and review. 

With new goals having been developed for the 2019-2020 academic year to address the 

requirements of the NEASC special report, a new and much more sophisticated dashboard 

(in the format of a website12) was developed to address not only ISP’s annual strategic 

develop goals13, but also its accreditation priority issues. The dashboard is still under 

construction and this second evolution displays the anticipated outcomes, actions and status 

of all strategic projects, accreditation matters to be addressed projects (special report 

items)14 and the Guiding Statements’ impact on these projects. All strategic projects have 

each been associated with one or several of the seven Guiding Statements and labelled with 

a Guiding Statement code. We then evaluate our development progress through a 0 to 5 

rating scale and an associated traffic light colour system indicates the progress of each 

project, therefore allowing us to measure the Guiding Statements’ impact.  

 

The Senior Leadership Team members have each been assigned to a focus area of the 

Strategic Plan to collect data, review evidence and report on progress (on a scale of 0 to 5) 

on a monthly basis. The members of the Senior Leadership Team and Educational 

Leadership Team are also asked to provide brief written updates on progress at the end of 

each month, as a blog. It is anticipated that the new digital dashboard will be used with the 

Interest and Review Teams in January to report on mid-year progress to display our 

achievements. It will then be shared with the entire school community, when final, in 

semester 2 of this current school year.  

 

We have also started a Guiding Statements - Learning Principles mapping project, which is 

detailed in Special Issue 2, below. The mapping exercise and associated metrics have been 

                                                
11 Collaborative Planning Guiding Principles 
12 Dashboard Website 
13 ISP 2019-2020 Annual Strategic Development Plan 
14 ISP Dashboard Website - Accreditation Progress Reporting 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XeYc8BTus4y_r5Rc9F0PVltEjfiIP5nP/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CxvmMspRNxmZ021BVHph4ec5lMWdQC1Eg_FgcDHpLcI/edit?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/isparis.net/ispdigitaldashboard/accreditation?authuser=0


 

 

designed to evaluate and measure existing programmes as well as for the development of 

new strategic initiatives and projects. 

 

Under the new Head of School, an annual strategic plan and review process was initiated in 

the 2018-19 academic year involving the Interest and Review Teams mentioned above. In 

the 2019-20 school year, it has been formalised and documented in a flowchart15 published 

in the Annual Strategic Development Plan. The ISP strategic review process runs from April 

through June. There is also a smaller, mid-year progress check, evaluation and review held 

in January. 

 

ISP has worked with international education consultant Adele Hodgson over the past eight 

years on a range of strategic projects, including the development of the ISP Strategic Plan16. 

In May 2019, Ms Hodgson led a half day workshop17 with the Senior Leadership Team and 

Educational Leadership Team to begin the annual review process. The workshop focused on 

the: 

- Accreditation report recommendations and matters to be addressed 

- Vision, Mission and Guiding Statements 

- Five year strategic plan 

- Outcomes and actions from the annual strategic development plan (2018-19) 

 

At the workshop, attendees were encouraged to think creatively as Ms Hodgson led the 

participants through a number of ‘blue sky thinking’ activities to help generate new ideas, 

initiatives and projects, resulting in the drafting of recommendations and future plans. This 

workshop is documented as the starting point for the annual review process and it will be 

held annually; Ms Hodgson will return to ISP in May 2020 to lead the next review process. 

 

As stated previously, the Interest and Review Teams play a key role in the review process, 

with each team comprising a mix of school leaders, teaching and non-teaching staff, Board 

members, PTA members and parents. It is these teams (working with the Senior Leadership 

Team and Educational Leadership Team) who will engage in mid-year and end-of-year 

review tasks. The teams also write recommendations and help to develop the new school 

year plans. The Interest and Review Teams focus on: 

- Reviewing the impact of the Guiding Statements 

- Reviewing the accreditation report recommendations and matters to be addressed 

- Evaluating progress, reviewing data and outcomes of the annual strategic 

development plan, including accreditation standards 

- Reviewing the recommendations made by the Senior Leadership Team and 

Educational Leadership Team for the annual strategic plan and adding feedback, 

comments and additional recommendations. 

 

In January, as well as in May and June, the Guiding Statements are used as a lens by the 

team members in the evaluation of the annual strategic development plan and all associated 

projects and actions. The dashboard and associated rating scales and traffic light colours 

provide valuable data to this process. The Senior Leadership Team then compiles and 

                                                
15 ISP Strategic Development Plan Flow Chart 
16 ISP Strategic Plan (est 2016) 
17 Adele Hodgson Strategic Plan/Review Workshop 2018-19 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OKwnH2FlZB-KUviQyxcReNo_x-2MvGzC/view?usp=sharing
https://www.isparis.edu/uploaded/Documents/publications/Strategic_Plan_Brochure.PDF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZWpdpXakch1eaABDXtb2Lft9L3tLmdyGTl7gFCwKnyE


 

 

prioritises all the recommendations, adds concepts from the ‘blue sky thinking’ activities and 

drafts the new school year development plans. This draft is finalised in June and then 

presented to the Board for approval in September prior to it being released and adopted by 

the whole school, including the staff, students and parents in late September.  

 

Evidence of Actions Taken 

● NEASC ‘Special Report’ Action Plan 

● ISP Accreditation All Reports Summary/Action Plan 

● 2019-2020 Annual Strategic Development Plan 

● Guiding Statement Drafting 

● Guiding Statements Final 2019 

● Guiding Statement Posters 

● Guiding Statements Translations 

● Collaborative Planning Guiding Principles 

● ISP Strategic Planning Flowchart 

● Guiding Statements - Accreditation Agency Mapping Matrix 

● ISP Annual Strategic Planning Review Process 

● ISP Digital Dashboard Website 

● Adele Hodgson Strategic Plan/Review Workshop 2018-19 

● Invitation to Join Interest and Review Teams 

● Interest and Review Meetings 

 

Personnel Responsible for Reporting on this Issue - John Burns, Head of School  

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M6Nwlt8uq2PoWTDk2k9CbkyN0l92jIp9
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SKi-NFBzjYBJCn_d0YEmDA4iYLTxu47v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RXYyg3tAVIuGPxALb8TE8LzWOSyYhllO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gRSBZNHbYacthByeIoHqpBA9Koxo4Qd-
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d3rd7mXNRwWssbTZMpFiAqgeg7QfcS27/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Jz2jqLJ5Y5J40E28Lpw1WWwVzBaRUcYz
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XeYc8BTus4y_r5Rc9F0PVltEjfiIP5nP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OKwnH2FlZB-KUviQyxcReNo_x-2MvGzC
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IQ9aAIoG-xFvJ7zjmG8jDAVZYC4bTXgx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19pAE_Ir34MK_jI8doNdyNy91sLxZQSYp
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZWpdpXakch1eaABDXtb2Lft9L3tLmdyGTl7gFCwKnyE
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iyt10s9PiTjYXn2gykoaUUDslkZ8RBMj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dXicazToq6eiWi3tiwnuUDdfZqTQe3DhaN-SObJM-90


 

 

 

SPECIAL ISSUE 2: 

The school should create a plan to unpack what the Learning Principles look like as 

aligned with and as an extension of the Guiding Statements, so that learners have a 

clear idea of what the desired learning Impacts are and can more easily work 

towards them. This is an area of urgency, as mapping the Learning Principles 

against the Guiding Statements did not produce further shared understanding of 

how they could impact action, but simply found examples of where they could be 

found at the time. Now action must be taken to implement the understandings and 

concepts embedded in the Learning Principles into the future and to enable a 

transformative process for all. As with the Guiding Statements, metrics for 

evaluation of achievement and a regular process of review need to be implemented. 

 

Rating (“Completed” or “In Progress”) 

In Progress 

 

Description of Actions Taken 

In the Spring of 2019, just after the accrediting team’s visit, the Head of School and Director 

of Strategic Planning led the project of mapping the Guiding Statements and Learning 

Principles18 together with the Senior Leadership Team19 and Educational Leadership 

Team20. After the initial mapping, subsequent meetings were held with the Educational 

Leadership Team to review the drafts and then to finalise this project work21.  

 

Since then, several mapping activities22 have taken place:  

1. Mapping the updated Guiding Statements to the standard areas of all three 

accrediting agencies 

2. Mapping the updated Guiding Statements specifically to the Learning Principles 

3. Mapping the updated Guiding Statements to the IB Learner Profile and the Learning 

Principles 

 

These mapping matrices23 have been developed for slightly different purposes to include an  

alignment of teaching and learning to ‘in action’ examples24; existing program review, 

evaluation and measurement25; and, the development of new strategic projects and 

initiatives26. In particular, mapping the updated Guiding Statements to the IB Learner Profile 

and the Learning Principles has been significant. As an IB school, our teaching and learning 

(our written curriculum) is developed within this framework and with the IB Learner Profile 

attributes being explicit. We believe that if our written curriculum is mapped and aligned to 

the Learning Principles, a level of synergy is achieved. This allows us to work from any 

                                                
18 ISP Planning & Drafting 
19 SLT members 
20 ELT Members 
21 ELT Agenda 
22 ISP Planning & Drafting 
23 Ibid 
24 Desired Learning Impacts 
25 Dashboard Website 
26 ISP 2019-2020 Annual Strategic Development Plan 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SMvWHjCoZ6PnAJYEbzqO2N_8inRiY3t9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wr0NrVJ9099RbTMScj9mBa1A_Tu_8Psb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WPy1nPiLSxFxhRkxBsL19RoOz74JKAE-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZPdn9RXXa_eyiHAW4xkwOHqD418NetZb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gXIHlQdOYtnhZqJ5C0QW9wOXLIIju7Pq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lltoJiUYJnvrqDtgS7mzrUqXS65phMOI
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CxvmMspRNxmZ021BVHph4ec5lMWdQC1Eg_FgcDHpLcI/edit?usp=sharing


 

 

starting point (the updated Guiding Statements, the Learning Principles and / or the IB 

Learner Profile) knowing that all three are aligned. This will facilitate engagement through 

teaching and learning and allow us to fully embrace all three core elements.  

 

In the Fall of 2019, the newly introduced position of Learning Continuum Director27 led the 

Educational Leadership Team in an evaluation process of its understandings and 

demonstration of the Learning Principles28. In this meeting, small groups discussed their 

understanding of the Learning Principles, how they impact teaching and learning, what we 

expect the impact to be and how we will measure it, and how we can best introduce the 

Learning Principles to all teaching staff so that we have a consistent approach across the 

curriculum. The discussion portion of the meeting ended with all members documenting their 

ideas and beliefs about how the Learning Principles could lead to a transformative process 

for students, for teachers, and the community. Furthermore, the Educational Leadership 

Team discussed several ways that the Learning Principles could be documented in unit 

planners on Managebac. 

 

ISP strongly believes in using a central platform to document the curriculum and 

demonstrate, to all stakeholders, its intentions and direction for teaching and learning. The 

platform is open to all staff, all parents, and 6th-12th grade students. It provides a level of 

transparency to the community, and as such, the Educational Leadership Team felt strongly 

about documenting and linking the Learning Principles directly into the units of study. 

Currently, we are trialing a variety of ways for teachers to document the Guiding Statements 

and Learning Principles directly into the unit planners on Managebac29. This trial period is 

expected to last until the Spring 2020, and at that time, the members of the Educational 

Leadership Team will review the process. By documenting the Learning Principles, the IB 

Learner Profile attributes, and the Guiding Statements directly into each unit, it is expected 

that all learners and ISP stakeholders will have a clear idea of what the Desired Learning 

Impacts30 are and how students can progress more easily towards them. Additionally, the 

Learning Continuum Director will be able to analyse the usage and effect of the Desired 

Learning Impacts31, and be able to make changes or adjustments to teaching and learning 

where applicable. With this tool, the school is able to better live its mission and vision, 

Educating for Complexity.  

 

As stated during the accrediting team’s visit, the focus needs to shift to how the Learning 

Principles can impact action. The school agrees with this statement, and as such, the Action 

Plan has been updated to include this as a major component of the 3-year plan32. The 

mapping exercise and associated metrics have been designed to evaluate and measure 

existing programmes as well as for the development of new strategic initiatives and projects. 

 

As reported in the previous section, Special Issue 1, a dashboard and progress orientated 

‘traffic light system’ was created to provide both an evaluation and a reporting mechanism 

                                                
27 Learning Continuum Job Description 
28 ELT Agenda 
29 Examples from MB 
30 Desired Learning Impacts 
31 Unit analytics from MB 
32 NEASC ‘Special Report’ Action Plan 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=16kDBWKcL9WU-iqoeZ_SUMH-nzS_iIVOD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZPdn9RXXa_eyiHAW4xkwOHqD418NetZb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Umr36kqiyfSupYa1HQWA9gWWFC1K4lqg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lltoJiUYJnvrqDtgS7mzrUqXS65phMOI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aPQXO88EL5aSiEbu3hlSD_Zpl8jvVuRl
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit#gid=2110240752


 

 

for the school’s strategic plan, as well as its use of the Guiding Statements33. Starting next 

school year (September 2020), the data from this dashboard will be used in conjunction with 

the unit analytics from Managebac and qualitative data from student surveys and focus 

groups to review and restructure the Desired Learning Impacts’ goals, as well as the 

supporting documents and tools.  

 

Evidence of Actions Taken 

● ISP Planning & Drafting 
● SLT members 
● ELT Members 
● ELT Agenda 
● ISP Planning & Drafting 
● Desired Learning Impacts 
● Dashboard Website 
● ISP 2019-2020 Annual Strategic Development Plan 
● Learning Continuum Job Description 
● Examples from MB 
● Unit analytics from MB 
● NEASC ‘Special Report’ Action Plan 
● Dashboard Website 

 
Personnel Responsible for Reporting on this Issue - Elizabeth Sutherland, Learning 

Continuum Director  

 

 

  

                                                
33 Dashboard Website 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1gXIHlQdOYtnhZqJ5C0QW9wOXLIIju7Pq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wr0NrVJ9099RbTMScj9mBa1A_Tu_8Psb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WPy1nPiLSxFxhRkxBsL19RoOz74JKAE-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ZPdn9RXXa_eyiHAW4xkwOHqD418NetZb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SMvWHjCoZ6PnAJYEbzqO2N_8inRiY3t9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lltoJiUYJnvrqDtgS7mzrUqXS65phMOI
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CxvmMspRNxmZ021BVHph4ec5lMWdQC1Eg_FgcDHpLcI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=16kDBWKcL9WU-iqoeZ_SUMH-nzS_iIVOD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Umr36kqiyfSupYa1HQWA9gWWFC1K4lqg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aPQXO88EL5aSiEbu3hlSD_Zpl8jvVuRl
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bbDSeFjOSFNXPrQbp0bWmeX7S5OKAWKNDA8t0r74Psc/edit#gid=2110240752
https://sites.google.com/isparis.net/ispdigitaldashboard/dashboard


 

 

 

SPECIAL ISSUE 3 

Review the curriculum and while accepting it is always a work in progress, 

complete it as far as possible to articulate both vertically and horizontally, as well 

as include a continuum of the Approaches to Learning and Self Directed Learning 

skills, which guide learners and ensures the school community has a clear vision of 

what learning is expected to look like and to achieve, at all levels of the school. 

 

Rating (“Completed” or “In Progress”)  

In Progress 

 

Description of Actions Taken 

Since the NEASC accreditation team’s visit in February of 2019, the school has conducted a 

thorough review of all collaborative planning times across the school. As a result, the school 

has restructured its collaborative planning times to support the positive impact that 

classroom practice has that lead to higher levels of learning for students, for the team, and 

for the school34. In order to achieve this purpose, the school has designed and scheduled 

weekly Collaborative Planning and Reflection Times (CPT) into every teacher’s timetable35. 

Teachers are expected to collaborate with colleagues during this time in ways that positively 

affect students and student learning outcomes, including the horizontal and vertical 

articulation of the curriculum. In order to best guide teachers in delivering a clear and 

consistent measure of students’ progress and creating unit plans that are differentiated to 

meet student needs, Collaborative Planning Guiding Principles and Statements36and unit 

planning templates have been created37 to support teachers. Furthermore, the inclusion of 

collaborative planning and reflection times on teaching timetables38 has allowed the IB 

Coordinators to support each team on a weekly basis as the team plans and reflects on units 

of study. The outcomes are documented in a clear and consistent way across the school 

through Managebac39.  

 

With the introduction of the Learning Continuum Director40 position this year and the 

restructuring of all collaborative planning and reflection times41, the school has refocused its 

efforts to documenting the taught and assessed curriculum on Managebac. This platform is 

open to all teachers across the school, 6th-12th grade students, and all parents. It has 

become a priority for the school to ensure all curricular aspects of the school are 

documented in a consistent and clear manner on Managebac so that it can be accessed and 

utilised by all stakeholders42. Recently, teachers have been trained, in-house, to use 

Managebac to its fullest extent, with the expectation that all reporting will be made available 

to parents this academic year, 2019-20. The school has developed its expectations and 

                                                
34 CPT Overview 2019-20  
35 CPT Schedule: PYP, CPT Schedule: MYP and CPT Schedule: DP 
36 Collaborative Planning Guiding Principles and Statements 
37 PYP Unit Planner, MYP Unit Planner, and DP Unit Planner 
38 Sample Teacher Timetables 
39 Example Units from Managebac 
40 Learning Continuum Director job description 
41 CPT Overview 2019-20  
42 ISP Annual Strategic Plan 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T_c09k_kVoMBKge5ZVb-W4aEnlwXoIzj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12jjqkOQQUjX1P6j-C3cfLiFAZpmuPPQZ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AY4CKSEjnBwpgIM_s5PidIvOosb6tIcN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1klmr5yIgFkuigy8xuyGftk3nnFfvChDf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ArKXsZsGph5lxblsJ7CLpyE8edzex6Lc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1N1VSMfK8KnYYZN1R7aPUFsS2wxIrBim0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AcE8UtXjnNu8mwIw9jD_taq2LjtZEKRz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WYCxkZxeY9eo0U1_E_RTp20koRuwmS1i
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1k0HZHKBlbqHWasEBtiPN6qGotsTP2BK0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ng3O8ObHc01tYeZH2OtE41lFUnBRknKK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wLKVjVhNK9WemPUyizD9FIZ5bVZC0xma
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T_c09k_kVoMBKge5ZVb-W4aEnlwXoIzj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12Xx9jZ_pjx1w_iTAOz_R48j6YixHz3Za


 

 

guidelines43 for the use of Managebac, and has made ongoing training a priority44. 

Managebac training is frequently scheduled for staff meetings, and is made available to 

teachers as needed during individual or group sessions. Likewise, sessions are planned for 

parents so that they feel more comfortable accessing and receiving feedback in Managebac 

for their child(ren)45. Furthermore, the Learning Continuum Director is able to track and 

monitor the school’s progress in teaching and learning by analysing the data available on 

Managebac. This consistent, all-school approach to documenting the curriculum and 

reporting on outcomes in Managebac has ensured that our curriculum is established for all 

stakeholders to engage with on a regular and ongoing basis. 

 

In addition to the weekly collaborative planning sessions, the school has devoted three 

curriculum development days to the collaborative efforts of each department/ subject area46. 

This time is allocated to teachers to create/edit subject group overviews47, ensure alignment 

of their scope and sequence across the grade levels48, and to standardise assessments. 

Each of the teams has support from the respective IB Coordinator(s) to help guide and 

establish the expected outcomes of these curriculum development days49. In the primary 

school, these days are given to grade level teams and/or subject areas as needed and are 

part of the weekly Thursday meeting schedule. In the secondary school, these days are 

scheduled for the months of October, February, and May. After each of the curriculum 

development days, the IB Coordinators gather feedback through a survey and use it to plan 

for the future curriculum development days and collaborative planning and reflecting times50.  

 

In addition to the restructuring of common collaborative planning and reflection times, there 

has been a restructuring of all meeting times. Across the year there are three pupil-free days 

allocated for teacher professional development51. During these days, the school has used 

data from the school’s strategic plan52, which has been informed by staff surveys53 and the 

IB, NEASC, and CIS Accreditation Report Feedback54, to further invest the time in these key 

areas: differentiating the curriculum so that it is appropriate to meeting the needs of all 

students; aligning the curriculum vertically across all subject areas and all three 

programmes; horizontal articulation between all three programmes; and, planning for 

interdisciplinary learning. These meetings are carefully planned by the Learning Continuum 

Director in collaboration with the three IB Coordinators and members of the Middle 

Leadership Team55. Vertical and horizontal collaboration occurs during curricular 

development days, pupil free days, and during designated staff meeting times. For each of 

these meetings, documentation is made and kept in Google Drive and in Managebac, where 

                                                
43 ManageBac- MYP/ DP Teachers' Guide and Managebac- PYP Teachers' Guide 
44 Managebac Training for Teachers 
45 Managebac Parent Session PowerPoint and Managebac Parent Video Tutorial 
46 Curriculum Development Day Instructions 
47 MYP Subject Group Overview Examples and DP Subject Overview Examples 
48 PYP Scope and Sequence Examples 
49 CPT Overview 2019-20  
50 Curriculum Development Day Feedback 
51 Pupil Free Day: Oct 25, 2019 
52 ISP Annual Strategic Plan 
53 Staff Survey Data 
54 ISP Accreditation Report Feedback: IB, NEASC, and CIS 
55 MLT members 
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appropriate. Most recently, teachers engaged in vertical articulation during the pupil-free day 

in October56. The success outcomes that day included a review of the scope and sequence 

(all subject areas) from PreKindergarten to 12th grade. The next step in this process is to 

identify gaps and overlap areas in the curriculum and to discuss the resources we use to 

support learning. As for our horizontal articulation plan, our next steps are to identify the 

strengths and weaknesses of key concepts, global contexts, Approaches to Learning across 

the school. Our goals are to: analyse our usage of the key concepts and global contexts 

across the school to identify areas of strength and areas for improvement, and to develop a 

shared understanding of Approaches to Learning expectations for every grade-level57 and to 

map out the skills and how they are being explicitly taught across the school. This work will 

be achieved through our weekly collaborative planning and reflection times, staff meetings, 

and pupil-free days58.  

 

This systematic approach to vertical and horizontal articulation has enabled the school to 

better analyse various components of the curriculum, including its purposeful and systematic 

use of Self Directed Learning skills. It was highlighted as an area to better understand and 

develop during the accreditation visit, and so the members of the Educational Leadership 

Team59 were tasked to research and conduct focus groups into its meaning and its impact. 

As a result of the work by the Educational Leadership Team in the Spring of 2019, a 

definition for Self Directed Learning skills at ISP60 and its potential impacts on student 

learning were developed based on a wide selection of research obtained from educational 

journals61. Additionally, the Educational Leadership Team collected examples across the 

school where Self Directed Learning skills were happening, and so began the process of 

documenting them in one common location62. Under the guidance of the Learning 

Continuum Director, the continuation of this documentation will carry forward as outlined in 

the school’s Action Plan63, thus allowing the school to maximize the effectiveness of Self 

Directed Learning. 

 

Following from the Self Directed Learning skills work, the members of Educational 

Leadership Team also invested considerable efforts into studying what high quality learning 

looks like and what it means, especially in an international school setting. We found the 

accrediting team’s feedback to be instrumental in kick starting this conversation. We used 

the information and data collected from our internal learning walks/observations64 as a guide: 

What does learning mean? What does learning look like? What does learning not look like? 

How are we/could we be measuring learning? Currently, this work is ongoing with the 

Educational Leadership Team members as outlined in the school’s Action Plan65. Our goal is 

to develop our definition of learning this academic year, and to do so with the input of all 
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stakeholders. From this, the school will be in a better position to measure its successes in 

teaching and learning as well as reflect on any changes that need to be made.  

 

Evidence of Actions Taken 

● CPT Overview 2019-20  

● CPT Schedule: PYP, CPT Schedule: MYP and CPT Schedule: DP 

● Collaborative Planning Guiding Principles and Statements 

● PYP Unit Planner, MYP Unit Planner, and DP Unit Planner 

● Sample Teacher Timetables 

● Example Units from Managebac 

● Learning Continuum Director job description 

● ISP Annual Strategic Plan 

● ManageBac- MYP/ DP Teachers' Guide and Managebac- PYP Teachers' Guide 

● Managebac Training for Teachers 

● Managebac Parent Session PowerPoint and Managebac Parent Video Tutorial 

● Curriculum Development Day Instructions 

● MYP Subject Group Overview Examples and DP Subject Overview Examples 

● PYP Scope and Sequence Examples 

● Curriculum Development Day Feedback 

● Pupil Free Day: Oct 25, 2019 

● Staff Survey Data 

● ISP Accreditation Report Feedback: IB, NEASC, and CIS 

● MLT members 

● Vertical Collaborative Planning: Oct 25 PD 

● AtL Mapping 

● ELT Members 

● Self Directed Learning at ISP 
● Looking for Learning docs 

 

Personnel Responsible for Reporting on this Issue - Elizabeth Sutherland, Learning 

Continuum Director  
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SPECIAL ISSUE 4 

Finally, the school must ensure that regular action plans, similar to the ones started 

this year, continue and that a consistent cycle of inquiry be used to ensure regular 

evaluation of all learning engagement and school plans, so that the loss of impetus 

as has been the case since the last Guiding Statements were developed 4 years ago 

is not repeated. 

 

Previous Related Submission LINK 

 

Rating  

In Progress 

 

Description of Actions Taken 

The new ISP Strategic Plan66 entitled ‘Moving from Experience to Influence’ and ISP’s new 

Vision, Mission and Guiding Statements67 were launched in 2016. The vision, mission and 

five year strategic plan remain unchanged and continue to be the backbone of strategic 

development at the school. To some extent, they have been rejuvenated in the 2018-19 and 

2019-20 academic years as Annual Strategic Development Plans have been written and 

undertaken, under the direction of the new Head of School. 

  

In semester two of the 2018-19 school year, ISP updated its Guiding Statements68 as a 

matter of priority based upon the feedback from its accreditation reports and ISP’s own 

Learning Plans. In updating the Guiding Statements, the objective was maintaining the 

seven statements whilst simplifying ISP’s definition of each statement, so that the 

statements would be easily understood and therefore more easily actualised across the 

school community. 

  

ISP has a comprehensive Annual Strategic Development Plan69 as well as a systematic 

evaluation and review process for the second academic school year. This process 

culminates with recommendations being written and the drafting of the Annual Strategic 

Development Plan for the following academic year. The review process is described in more 

detail in the response to Special Issue 1 of this report. 

  

The Annual Strategic Development Plan70 has been adopted, starting 2018-19 academic 

year, as a year’s worth of projects that will contribute to the greater goal of achieving the 

five-year Strategic Plan. The extensive annual document has been implemented this school 

year, for the second time, as a greater ISP School Management Framework and it includes 

our points of significance71, the updated Guiding Statements, the all accreditation mapping 

                                                
66 ISP Strategic Plan (Est 2016) 
67 ISP Mission, Vision and Guiding Statements (Est 2016) 
68 ISP Updated Guiding Statements (Est 2019) 
69 2019-2020 Annual Strategic Development Plan  
70 Ibid 
71 ISP Points of Significance 
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(planning) matrix72, several organisational charts73, a strategic planning flowchart74, the 

annual planning and review process75, and a review record. 

  

The annual strategic development plan provides details about both ongoing projects as well 

as new initiatives, success outcomes, project champions and timelines. All projects are 

carefully aligned and coded with both the five year strategic plan focus areas ie enabling 

strategies76 and the Guiding Statements, identifying their relationships. This also allows the 

school administration to keep track on the progress of each of the projects.  

  

As outlined in the previously mentioned Annual Review Process, the process begins with a 

review in April / May. Next, recommendations are written in May and June to develop the 

plan for the new school year. This new plan is then finalised and shared with all stakeholders 

to begin the new school year in September. The review process also includes a mid-year 

review, the annual approval process and a communication plan with the staff, students and 

greater school community. 

   

The final section of the annual strategic development plan document is the review record77. 

The review record lists all of the desired strategic outcomes for the year with review columns 

to include hindering factors, achievements and future recommendations. This table will be 

used in January for our mid-year review as well as in May and June for the year-ending 

review. An initial review is conducted by the Senior Leadership Team and Educational 

Leadership Team, and then followed by the Interest and Review Teams.  

  

Linked to the annual strategic development plan is a new digital dashboard system. The 

dashboard78 is still under construction and is in its second evolution. The dashboard displays 

the status of all strategic projects, accreditation projects and the Guiding Statements. It 

indicates progress on a monthly basis with a 0 to 5 rating scale and a traffic light colour 

system indicating the progress of each project. The ‘Guiding Statements’ section provides a 

summary of all strategic projects, which have been specifically coded to correspond to one 

or more of the seven Guiding Statements. Included in the dashboard are written comments 

in the format of a blog that are added monthly by members of the School Leadership Team 

and Educational Leadership Team. It is anticipated that the new digital dashboard will be 

used with the Interest and Review Teams in January to report on mid-year progress to 

display our achievements. It will then be shared with the entire school community, when 

final, in semester 2 of this current school year.  

  

The development of the 2019-20 annual strategic plan took place following our sychronised 

accreditation visit involving three accrediting agencies. This has meant that the agencies’ 

feedback was able to be taken into account in planning for that school year.  
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73 ISP Organisational Charts 
74 ISP Strategic Planning Flowchart 
75 ISP Annual Strategic Planning Review Process 
76 ISP Strategic Plan Enabling Strategies (Est 2016) 
77 ISP Strategic Development Plan Review Record 
78 ISP Digital Dashboard Website 
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An Accreditation All Reports Summary/Action Plan79 document was developed to address all 

high priority issues and recommendations. It is anticipated that this action plan will be 

referred to annually and used each year until the next accreditation self-study and report is 

written. The whole action plan includes separate planning for NEASC, CIS and the IB PYP, 

MYP and DP. The detailed spreadsheet includes the development work and timelines of all 

high priority issues.  

 

The NEASC-related planning document80 was developed to assist ISP with prioritising its 

next steps on the heels of the accreditation process, due to their complexity and the need for 

their development to be over several school years. The next steps recommended by NEASC 

have been turned into smaller projects, with those set to be undertaken in the 2019-20 

academic year coded in blue. The plan also details who is responsible for overseeing the 

project, timelines, the key actions required and a column for recording outcomes. It is 

anticipated that this plan will be evaluated and reviewed as part of the annual processes 

described above. This plan has been shared with the school community and was also used 

by the Interest and Review Teams at their initial meetings in the 2018-2019 academic year 

and will be used at their next meeting, planned in January 2020.  

 

The school administration believes that the Accreditation All Reports Summary/Action Plan  

will ensure that there will be no loss of momentum and that all accreditation-related projects 

are undertaken in a methodical manner; leading ISP successfully through the next 

accreditation process.  

  

Evidence of Actions Taken 

● NEASC ‘Special Report’ Action Plan 

● ISP Accreditation All Reports Summary/Action Plan 

● 2019-2020 Annual Strategic Development Plan 

● ISP Strategic Planning Flowchart 

● Guiding Statements - Accreditation Agency Mapping Matrix 

● ISP Annual Strategic Planning Review Process 

● ISP Digital Dashboard Website 

● NEASC Accreditation Report Task Sheet 
 

Personnel Responsible for Reporting on this Issue - John Burns, Head of School 
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80 NEASC Accreditation Report Task Sheet 
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